
OFFICE  
SOLUTIONS
Dream. Design. Enjoy



SYSTEMS 

COLLABORATIVE WORKSTATIONS 

PRIVATE OFFICES 

RECEPTION STATIONS

CONFERENCE TABLES

CAFÉ AND MEETING TABLES

SOFT SEATING

PRIVACY MEETING OPTIONS

SEATING

Source Office Furnishings, Canada, offers a full line of office furniture 

solutions throughout British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and 

Ontario. Visit our expansive showrooms to see and touch the latest  

in quality furniture for your office, always offered at affordable prices.  

Our in-store, knowledgeable space planning specialists will create  

office space solutions to meet your vision and your budget.



SYSTEMS 
Make the most of your space with versatile panel systems. Designed for customizing, 

panel systems allow you to build a single work area or divide an entire floor in any 

size office. Get the office you need and the flexibility you want with systems that can 

change with your business.



Cosmopolitan is a smart and sophisticated system with precise fit and finishes 

capable of performing in any planning situation. With infinite design possibilities, 

Cosmopolitan is able to adapt from simple environments such as a receptionist 

station to private executive spaces with floor to ceiling partitions and everything  

in between.

Tayco Cosmopolitan|2



V.E.S. is office furniture that helps your business do more – more productivity, 

more employee efficiency and inevitably more employee satisfaction while costing 

less. Delivering on all fronts, V.E.S. promises to be the most cost-effective 

systems furniture in its class.

Tayco V.E.S | 3



Accelerate is designed to adapt and grow at the speed of business. The thin profile 

and clean lines offer a range of aesthetic options to maximize design freedom.  

The versatile selection works great alone, or even better when combined with other 

HON products to maximize planning freedom.

HON Accelerate|4



HON Accelerate | 5



Greater flexibility. Higher quality. Smarter technology. Abound offers all that and more to deliver high-performance 

workspaces. Every component is designed with the other in mind. Even the electrical and data cabling was 

designed to offer greater capacity, faster installation and easier reconfiguration. 

HON Abound|6



Abode desks are designed to work seamlessly with HON Abound®, Accelerate® and the Coordinate™ height adjustable base 

to create effortless integration and assembly. When creating stand-alone Abode desks, the variety of components allows for 

virtually any type of configuration.

HON Abode | 7



COLLABORATIVE 
WORKSTATIONS 
Fuel creativity with spaces made for a team. Shared desk surfaces, low dividers, and 

open workstations make collaboration easy, and incorporated storage solutions put 

organization where it’s needed. For groups that thrive on idea sharing, collaborative 

workstations provide a creative edge.



| 9

Metropolis Collaborate combines sophisticated styling with organizational and planning capabilities. Space above 

the worksurface is divided with tackable fabric, laminate, glazed, and accessory bar partitions, and an array of colour 

choices makes it easy to complement the aesthetics of any interior.

Tayco Metropolis



HON Voi|10

Voi’s refined scale and compact configurations allow you to enhance the efficiency of your space without sacrificing the efficiency 

of your people. The variety of storage options—including credenzas that fit neatly below worksurfaces to create a highly functional 

layering effect—gives you more desk in the same footprint as your current desk.



HON Abound | 11

Accelerate, Voi, Endorse and Preside  

inspired by Sprout palette



Performance Height Adjustable Tables|12

Performance Height Adjustable Tables are ideal for a variety of environments from multi user applications to single user offices. Our 

electronic programmable memory control makes it easy to adjust table height, helping to reduce muscle strain and body fatigue, ultimately 

promoting a healthier and more productive working environment. Height range is 26” to 51½” with a telescoping 3-stage lift. 



| 13Performance Height Adjustable Tables



Logiflex Level|14

The Level Collection – designed for focusing, privacy as well as collaboration and interaction – merges private offices and open spaces using 

furniture with high-quality finishes and a sleek and harmonious design, creating productive work areas that meet individual needs.



Logiflex Level | 15



PRIVATE OFFICES 
As your home away from home and the place where you spend most of your waking 

hours, your office should welcome, motivate, and inspire. Discover your style here, 

with desk and storage configurations to keep you organized and efficient, and design 

elements to bring your perfect office to life. 



Tayco Scene | 17

With a small kit of well thought-out components, Scene is an urban-inspired furniture solution that addresses the needs of the modern office. 

Conscious of both function and value, and suited to both private offices and open-plan settings, Scene easily adapts to an ever-changing 

workplace with striking aesthetics.



Logiflex Level|18

Designed for focused privacy as well as collaboration and interaction, the Level Collection merges private offices and open spaces with 

modern style. Level uses high-quality finishes and sleek, harmonious design, creating productive work areas that meet individual needs.



Logiflex Level | 19



Logiflex Access|20

Access brings geometric contrast to your office. Contrasting clean, white background elements with rich, wood tone accents, Access 

creates smart spaces that marry generous work surfaces with efficient storage solutions. Strike a unique chord with Access.



Logiflex Manhattan | 21

The Manhattan Collection offers substance and style with a personalized touch. Choose thicker work surfaces for lasting durability, or upgrade 

to solid wood edging for a more refined look. From executive desks to wrap-around workstations with built-in storage, Manhattan brings 

professional finish to your space.



Performance Classic|22

The Classic Collection from Source delivers executive style and functionality with a nod to today’s healthy workplace. Its high-density laminate 

and DuraEdge detailing will stand up to years of productivity, and its Greenguard Certification ensures cleaner air in your office. Discover the 

pleasure of working well, at a desk you love.



Performance Classic | 23



HON 10700 Series|24

The iconic 10700 Series accommodates virtually any office layout while offering outstanding durability and design. It delivers all the modern 

conveniences, as well as best-in-class construction and materials, with contract-grade scratch and stain resistant laminates. The 10700 is a 

smart solution for years of performance.



HON 10700 Series | 25



HON Park Avenue|26

Park Avenue laminate desks bring distinctive design, personalized amenities, and modular flexibility to the executive office. Profiled edges and 

mixed material accents act as design hallmarks, and edge detail options, multiple handle styles, and translucent frosted accents give you room to 

express yourself.



HON Park Avenue

Edge Options

| 27
Double Crest Beaded Tri-Oval



HON Arrive Veneer Series|28

Arrive combines a versatile selection of desks and storage with a mix of materials to fit any office environment. With superior craftsmanship and 

an abundance of storage options, Arrive makes a stunning impression while keeping you organized and productive.



HON Veneer Series | 29

Edge Finish Handle Options

Empire Rounded 
Square



HON Park Avenue Veneer Series|30

The Park Avenue Collection is crafted with the finest wood veneers, bold designs, sophisticated accents and an impeccable 

finish - the epitome of success and prestige. The full line of furniture provides countless configurations, allowing you to design 

a truly personalized office suite.



HON Park Avenue Veneer Series | 31

Edge Options

Double Crest Beaded Tri-Oval



RECEPTION STATIONS
The reception station is your business’s handshake and introduction. Make the right 

first impression with desks designed to be as functional as they are stylish. Modern or 

classic, angular or organic, there’s a reception station to make a statement as unique 

as your business.



Logiflex Inbox | 33

Personalize your reception desk and make a striking first impression. With its contrasting volumes, the Inbox Collection reflects a distinct urban 

style. Choose from options such as an accent light, wooden or lacquered transaction top, and more, and project a modern aesthetic without 

sacrificing functionality.



Logiflex M-Brace|34

Stylish and practical, the M-Brace Collection fits perfectly into any reception area. Customize the contemporary look with a backlit or glossy 

front panel to create a stand-out first impression.



Logiflex Spheric | 35

With Spheric, you can choose modules that come together in unique combinations to accommodate large open spaces. This collection features 

straight returns, curved counters, and a panoramic view that will receive your guests in breathtaking style.



Mayline Medina|36

Contemporary style, elegant functionality, and exceptional value come together in Medina. Its curved shapes and floating work surfaces 

reflect Italian design influences, and its smartly edited array of components allows a range of workplace configurations, all at an attractively 

affordable price.



Mayline Sterling | 37

Sterling’s bold design is crafted with contemporary décor in mind. The rich finishes showcase the beauty of this line, complemented by chrome 

stand-offs and opaque acrylic modesty panels and doors.



CONFERENCE TABLES
Whether it’s hosting client meetings, staff collaborations, or impromptu lunches, a 

conference table is the centerpiece of your office. Choose the perfect combination of 

size, function, and technology to suit your space, and bring people and productivity 

together in comfortable style.



Logiflex Conference | 39

Logiflex Conference Tables are specifically designed to meet the requirements of today’s collaborative spaces. From conference and meeting 

spaces to team rooms and lounge areas, you’ll find the perfect product in Logiflex’s extensive offering of shapes, dimensions, and finishes.



HON Preside|40

Preside supports collaboration at all levels of an organization, from private offices to boardrooms. Available in various shapes, Preside 

tables can be specified in lengths from 5 feet to 20 or more. And select bases and accessories make it easy for people to connect with 

the latest technology.



HON Preside | 41



CAFÉ AND MEETING TABLES
Bring versatility to your common spaces with café and meeting tables for all. In regular 

and bistro heights, with a variety of shapes and finishes, café tables provide a relaxed 

alternative to the boardroom or workstation. Turn any space into comfortable space, 

where staff can create, collaborate, or just unplug.



Voi’s refined scale and compact configurations allow you to enhance the efficiency of your space 

without sacrificing the efficiency of your people. The variety of storage options—including credenzas 

that fit neatly below worksurfaces to create a highly functional layering effect—gives you more desk 

in the same footprint as your current desk.

Performance Cafe Tables | 43

Performance Classic round and square café tables offer flexibility and function to any group space. Perfect for common areas, the regular and 

bistro-height tables are available with a round or square brushed metal base and your choice of Classic laminate finishes in regular or beveled 

edge design.



HON Flock|44



HON Flock | 45

Flock’s collection of tables, seating, ottomans and lighting are modular 

elements that help people connect virtually anywhere. Even the smallest 

settings can be designed to give users a place to get away from their 

workstation and get the job done stylishly and comfortably. 



SOFT SEATING
Welcome, invite, impress. Configure your reception or common areas with furniture for 

a few or a lot. Create intimate conversation corners with club chairs and end tables, or 

provide seating for many with bench and sofa seating. Get comfort and durability with 

uncompromising style.



Voi’s refined scale and compact configurations allow you to enhance the efficiency of your space 

without sacrificing the efficiency of your people. The variety of storage options—including credenzas 

that fit neatly below worksurfaces to create a highly functional layering effect—gives you more desk 

in the same footprint as your current desk.

Logiflex Infiniti | 47

Let your imagination fly with Infiniti modular seating. Infiniti can be personalized, configured and reconfigured according to the needs of your 

space. Go ahead, have some fun!



Logiflex SIT|48

The Sit Collection of modular seating is designed to fit a wide range of configurations such as lounge and waiting rooms or shared 

workspaces. However you choose to arrange a space, the Sit Collection offers varying degrees of privacy, as well as electrical circuit access 

and management.



Logiflex SIT | 49



HON Flock|50

Wherever people migrate within a space, Flock’s design supports collaboration. Its 

clean lines and distinctive profiles work together seamlessly, allowing you to mix and 

match components, and its neutral finishes and vibrant fabrics coordinate with any 

aesthetic. It’s a collaborative solution that’s as flexible as you are.



HON Flock | 51



PRIVACY MEETING OPTIONS
Even the best open-plan design can use an element of privacy. Create a quiet retreat, 

a place for contemplation and conversation, with a privacy meeting option. Whether 

permanent or movable, an enclosed or semi-enclosed space away from the hustle will 

provide an oasis of calm.



Safco Adapt | 53

With a half-circle design that creates semi-private spaces in open areas, Adapt is perfect for use in retail, higher education, hospitality, 

and office settings. It features 2-way stretch fabric with a heavy-duty zipper for a secured, wrinkle-free presentation, and its lightweight 

construction makes it easy to assemble and move without any tools.



Logiflex SIT|54

The Sit Collection of modular seating is designed to fit a wide range of configurations such as lounge and waiting rooms or shared 

workspaces. However you choose to arrange a space, the Sit Collection offers varying degrees of privacy, as well as electrical circuit access 

and management.



Logiflex SIT | 55



SEATING
Strike a professional chord with furnishings that reflect your own unique style. From 

ergonomic task seating to get you through a day of multi-tasking, or functional guest 

seating for a few or a crowd, you’ll find comfort, style, and performance with design 

cues versatile enough for all.



Diffrient World - Designed by Niels Diffrient

Liberty  - Designed by Niels DiffrientFreedom  - Designed by Niels Diffrient

Trea

Diffrient World is Humanscale’s first foray into all-mesh task 

seating. Designer Niels Diffrient wanted to create the most 

minimal, full-function task chair ever made. With an innovative 

tri-panel mesh backrest that provides custom back and lumbar 

support and a lightweight design, Diffrient World is, like all of 

Humanscale’s products, simple, beautiful and functional.

The Liberty Task chair is an intelligent mesh task chair 

engineered to provide automatic lumbar support for every user, 

as well offering simplicity and complete ease of use. Liberty 

was designed to offer a unique, minimal aesthetic and to 

provide custom comfort for every person who sits in it.

Designed to complement any space and integrate effortlessly 

into the modern office, the Freedom task chair offers comfort, 

style and complete ease of use. Created by Niels Diffrient 

and winner of more than 10 design awards, the Freedom task 

chair uses the laws of physics and the sitter’s body weight to 

provide instant, custom support for every sitter.

The Red Dot-Award winning Trea teams a timeless, clean 

aesthetic with high-performance function. Created in 

collaboration with visionary designer Todd Bracher, Trea offers 

intuitive comfort by mimicking the instinctive recline of the 

human body and embracing the sitter in a supportive shell.

Humanscale Ergonomics | 57



WXO

IC2 7300 VXO

An intelligent chair, perfectly balanced for an exceptionally 

smooth ride. Lightweight and elegantly functional in multiple 

applications, this series sets ergonomic and comfort standards 

that are second to none.

A simple, light-scale design that delivers remarkable comfort 

and dynamic support. The VXO™’s lumbar back support is 

easy to adjust and compliments its many ergonomic features.

EC3

The 3 Series blends elegance with function, featuring it’s 

double needle stitching that provides strength and durability 

with a dynamic ergonomic back suspension system that’s 

integrated into the molded back.

The perfect working chair. A refined, sleek profile with 

ergonomic support provides superior comfort.

Nightingale Seating|58



LXO OXO

One chair. Multiple functions. Lightweight and well 

proportioned, LXO™ is the new standard for ergonomic 

affordable seating.

Sleek. Lightweight. Add a modern spark to any office or 

home with OXO™, which automatically adjusts to the user’s 

movements to support good posture.

Nightingale Seating | 59

affordable seating.

Lush 

Smooth curves. Exaggerated lines. This contemporary and 

captivating lounge chair is inspired by the designs of modern 

furniture of the mid-20th century.



HON Seating|60

Endorse High-Back Chair

Ignition High-Back Chair

Endorse seating embraces the notion that people are working 

everywhere throughout a space. With models and options 

to support a variety of needs, Endorse brings consistency 

throughout an organization.

is uniquely engineered to support the constantly expanding  

range of applications throughout the workspace. Its sophisticated, 

geometric design fits everywhere, while its full features and 

customizable options fit everyone.

Ignition is flexible enough to handle any day-to-day tasks, 

as well as accommodate any future need. A combination 

of human centered design and full family selection, Ignition 

has everything you need to outfit your entire space and give 

everyone the comfort and performance they need. 

Ignition’s cutting-edge materials and innovative construction 

not only offer the highest level of comfort, but also support a 

higher degree of flexibility. Ignition fits any environment, from 

welcoming and waiting areas to cafés and classrooms.

Endorse Mid-Back Chair

Ignition Mid-Back Chair



Nucleus High-Back Chair

Comfort is experienced, not perceived. An office chair layered 

in bulky padding may look comfortable, but it also looks… 

well… bulky. Technology has helped make everything slimmer, 

trimmer, and more streamlined—from TVs to mobile phones. 

Nucleus brings the same sophisticated, high-tech aesthetic to 

office seating without sacrificing comfort.

Ceres Mid-Back Chair

Nucleus Multi-Purpose  
Stacking Chair

Ignition Multi-Purpose  
Stacking Chair

Ceres Multi-Purpose  
Stacking Chair

Ceres seating began with scientific research on how people 

sit. The end result is a superior sitting experience-and a stylish, 

beautiful chair. The aesthetic integrity of form that follows 

function gives Ceres its clean, purposeful appearance.

HON Seating | 61



Performance Seating|62

CoolMesh Pro Plus High Back with Headrest

CoolMesh High-Back Chair

Greenguard certified. Features Black fabric seat and mesh 

back. Also stocked in Blue, Orange, Red, and Green fabric 

and Black leather seat at a slight upcharge. 

CoolMesh style just got bumped to First Class. With mesh back 

and arm supports in modern White, back lumbar support and 

aluminum base, the CoolMesh Pro Plus delivers the ergonomic 

features you know in a new, stand-out style package.

Expand your possibilities with the CoolMesh Seating Series. 

Offering High and Mid back options, the CoolMesh and 

CoolMesh Pro provide multiple comfort adjustments and 

outstanding ergonomic support in a customizable package. 

Greenguard certified. Features a knee tilt mechanism for an 

enhanced recline. Stocked in Black Checkered mesh with 

Black fabric seat. 

CoolMesh Pro Plus High Back

CoolMesh Pro High-Back Chair



Nova High-Back Chair

Nova marries eye-catching style and state of the art function 

to create a unique statement piece for your office or 

boardroom. Its durable design includes a knee-tilt mechanism 

for exceptional comfort in an uncompromisingly professional 

presentation. 

Stocked in Black bonded leather and White leathertek. Also 

available in Espresso or Grey bonded leather  

and Red leathertek.

Nova Mid-Back Chair

Focus High-Back Chair

Greenguard certified. Features a knee tilt mechanism for an 

enhanced recline. Stocked in Black Checkered mesh with  

Black fabric seat. 

Focus Mid-Back Chair

Greenguard certified. Features a knee tilt mechanism for an 

enhanced recline. Stocked in Black Checkered mesh with 

Black fabric seat. 

Performance Seating | 63



Performance Seating and Flip Top Tables|64

Ideal for classroom, meeting and institutional applications, Performance’s heavy duty flip top tables provide 

flexibility and convenience at an outstanding price. Featuring a quick response lever and locking casters 

these tables are designed so they may be nested together for easy storage. Tables are also connectible.

CoolMesh Pro Plus 
Nesting Chair

CoolMesh Pro 
Nesting Chair

CoolMesh  
Nesting Chair

Agenda 
Nesting Chair

Red, Orange, Green, and Blue seat colour options are available at a slight upcharge. Please talk to a Source furniture specialist for more information.



A PROUDLY CANADIAN COMPANY SINCE 1984
Source is a proudly Canadian company, and since 1984 we’ve provided quality o ice 
furnishings to corporations, governments, and educators. Visit one of our showrooms 

 and experience the Source commitment to customer satisfaction.



Vancouver BC 

PH 604.255.9200 
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